Connect with BEAM resources by clicking on the icons below or by visiting Handshake for coaching appointments, programs, or job & internship opportunities.

**CAREER RELATED RESOURCES**

- Strategies for finding Summer Opportunities
- Finding a Job on Handshake (FAQs)
- Applying to Technical Roles
- How to evaluate if a company values diversity
- Job Search During Coronavirus – Who’s Hiring?
- BEAM’s Digital Career Guide
- Gig and Remote Work
- StandOut Interview practice platform
- Professional Development During Covid-19
- How to Ace Your Technical Interview
- Five Ways to Stay Positive in Your Job Search
- NACE Competencies
- BEAM’s Resource page

**FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS**

- How do I make a coaching appointment?
- I need to make money while taking classes from home, any ideas on how to do that?
- How do I find an internship for the summer?

For answers to these and many more questions click here

“It was an incredible experience to be a part of activities hosted by BEAM which groomed me for my professional career.” Darshit Jasani - Class of 2018